
Themes and cross-curricular links

• British Values: Celebrating diversity:
How are we the same and how are we
different? 

• PSED: Exploring friendships. What makes
a good friend? What is special about my
friend?

• Maths: Number: counting in 1’s, 2s,
doubles (counting socks and feet). Shape
Space Measures: Recognise, create and
explore different patterns, measurement,
capacity

• Expressive Arts and Design: Puppet
making, exploring music and movement
(different sock characters)

Simon Sock by Sue Hendra, Paul Linnet and Nick East
Recommended Year Group: Year R

Recommended Term: Summer
Recommended Edition: 9781444936810 

Key questions

• What makes a good friend?
• How are we the same and how are we different?
• What if Simon’s friend is different?
• What do you think could happen?
• Why do you think that?

Writing outcomes

• Drawing and writing about favourite elements of
the story (session 1)

• Write sentences to match images from the story
(Session 2)

• Speech bubbles (session 3)
• Design a wanted poster-writing captions

(Session 4)
• Story writing (Session 5)
• Writing clues (Session 9)

Unit overview

This two week unit of work introduces children to themes of belonging and friendship and immerses children in the plot, language and 
characters of Sue Hendra’s illustrated picture book Simon Sock. The text is used to develop communication and language skills, where 
children are encouraged to make predictions, justify answers and ask questions. Opportunities are presented through fun activities 
where children can develop their reading and writing skills at their level of development. Each session includes an adult led activity. It is 
up to the class teacher’s discretion whether to teach each of these activities or select an activity to teach over the week. All resources, 
session planning and teaching slides are included within this unit. 

Curriculum coverage

Communication and language:
Listening and attention: 
• listen attentively
• accurately anticipating key events and responding to

what they hear with relevant comments, questions or
actions

• give their attention to what others say and respond
appropriately

• After listening to stories, express views about events
or characters in the story and answer questions
about why things happened. (Exceeding Early
Learning Goal)

Understanding
• Answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their

experiences and in response to the story, events and
discussions with others

• Follow instructions involving several ideas or actions
• After listening to stories, children can express views

about events or characters in the story and answer
questions about why things happened (Exceeding
ELG)

Speaking
• express themselves effectively, showing awareness

of listeners’ needs
• Use past, present and future forms accurately when

talking about events
• Develop their own narratives and explanations by

connecting ideas or events
• Recount experiences and imagine possibilities, often

use a range of vocabulary in imaginative ways to
add information, express ideas or to explain or justify
actions or events. (exceeding ELG)

Related books for wider reading

Author study and explore all the Sue 
Hendra stories

Books about friendships:
• We’re All Animals by Nicholas Allen
• The Little Red Hen – traditional folktale
• The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein
• The Rainbow Fish by Marcus Pfister

Essential teaching guidance

• Activities in this unit of work should also be
offered as independent reading and writing
opportunities within the continuous provision.
This enables children to practise their reading
and writing skills independently and explore
the book further by developing their own ideas,
through role play and within the creative area.

• Teachers can further explore themes around
friendships by asking in circle times:
– What makes a good friend?
– How are you the same and different to your

friend?
– Is it ok to be different to your friend? What

would it be like if we were all / liked doing the
same things?

 Ltd

Reading
• read and understand simple sentences using

phonic knowledge to decode regular words
and some common irregular words

• Read aloud simple sentences
• demonstrate understanding when talking with

others about what they have read
• Children can read phonically regular words

of more than one syllable as well as many
irregular but high frequency words. They use
phonic, semantic and syntactic knowledge to
understand unfamiliar vocabulary. They can
describe the main events in the simple stories
they have read. (Exceeding ELG)

Writing
• use their phonic knowledge to write words in

ways which match their spoken sounds
• write some irregular common words
• write simple sentences which can be read by

themselves and others. Some words are spelt
correctly, and others are phonetically plausible

• In their writing children spell phonically regular
words of more than one syllable, as well as
many irregular but high frequency words.
They use key features of narrative in their own
writing. Children use spaces between words
and begin to punctuate sentences and use
a capital letter, beginning to join words and
clauses uses and (Exceeding ELG)
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Planning Overview

Week 1

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• Make predictions about a story
• Draw their favourite part of the story and write a simple sentence about their picture
• Sequence the story of Simon Sock
• Write speech expressed by the sock character they have designed
• Design a friend wanted poster for Simon Sock
• Write a story about Simon Sock and his new friend

Resources provided:
• Teaching slides
• Design a sock template
• Sequencing images and frame

Links to continuous provision:
• Explore friendships. Look at and discuss photographs of friendships groups within the class. Provide speech

bubbles, writing frames, key/topic word mats to support writing about friendships
• Explore / retell the story using story props, puppets and a puppet theatre
• Design and make sock characters and puppets using sock templates or socks and a variety of collage

materials (glue, sewing needle and thread).
• Add socks to different areas of provision (e.g. sand tray, water tray, creative area), with a variety of open-

ended resources for the children to explore and create independently.
• Provide speech bubbles throughout the provision for children to record what their character/ puppet has

said.
• Provide Images from the story for children to sequence independently.
• Lay large rolls of paper across the floor with a variety of different sized pens for children to map or create

their own stories. Provide illustrated word banks from the story.
• Provide friendship photographs in the domestic play area.
• Make ‘Missing’ Posters – looking for Simon’s lost sock pair.
• Provide a variety of materials in different mediums for children to design and make new friends for Simon or

paint / make their own friends. Provide strips of card/ paper for children to name and label their creations.
• Variety of paper, card, booklets and pens for children to create own stories, draw posters or write letters to

Simon Sock.

Week 2

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• Read simple clues using phonics and word knowledge to find the missing

socks
• Write a letter to Ted explaining that they have found the missing socks
• Sequence jumbled sentences
• Hide socks and write clues for friends to read and locate hidden socks
• Working together, children go on a word hunt, making sentences out of the

words found

Resources provided:
• Teaching slides
• Letters from Ted
• Clues set 1 & 2
• Sentence strips

Links to continuous provision:
• Sock hunts – letter hunts – identifying sounds, using letters found to make

up words -CVC, CCVC, CVCC words.
• Sequence words found on sock hunts to make sentences.
• Hide socks with numbers, letters and key words around the environment

including buried in sand pit.
• Letter writing to different characters.
• Making maps.
• Hide clues inside and outside for children to read and search for missing

socks independently.
• Laminated socks with numbers, letter sounds, irregular words on around

the environment e.g. sand trays, basket in home corner for children to
explore.

• Provide letter and clue writing opportunities in the graphics area.
• Sentence writing station with cut up words from focus activity for children to

explore independently.
• Phoneme frames in writing / graphics area
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